
Ain't Gonna Dust My Broom No More

@Johnny V. Mills

Although this song at first appears to be a straightfolWard
12-bar blues, its structure involves fairly complex variations on
this fonn. As is frequently the case for blues, the notated melody
is also deceptively simple. Readers should note that neither
rhythm nor pitch are precisely as notated here, since these are

varied with a subtlety that is beyond my capacity to transcribe
accurately. It is this subtle shading that gives this song its
power, and those interested in the song are strongly encouraged
to seek out the original recording. /Michael Pollock]
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all a-lone, dust my broo-m,
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Well Igetup in the mom-in' babeWell I

G

Wen then theget up in the mom-in'ell a-wIle 8IId dust my broom,
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[I III 1ell yoU 'What she did I fel18s]clean up ~-man come and showed me how UJ sweep W room.

D
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hung 'em on a rack. W8Inl'dCooked up a snack back at the shack, And she hung my clothes,

up a tub I my back got scrub bed I Dried my bod - y and gave me a rub. She grab bed my h8I!d & said
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That V83 her night-gown that j~t hit the
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Right thru the bed - room door,
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Well novRob-ertJohn-son, hevrote "Dust My BroomN[mlve bar blues]
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He V8$ just hun - in' with them 01' roos -ter blues. Got him - self 8. hen UJ come and makf it

G

right,
D

And eggs got I8jd in the house that night!
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ISure 88 five end five m8Ke ten
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No mat - fer if I am rich or poor,

-3- -
ejn't gon' dust myoIOom a-gejn. I ain't gon-na dust my

D


